(1) The department will not accept any document that has been altered (i.e., correction fluid, strike throughs). This includes, but is not limited to, applications for title, certificates of title, manufacturer's certificates of origin, assignments of titles and certificates of origin, bills of sale, affidavits and all forms required by the department whether they be Alabama forms or forms from another jurisdiction. The department will require a replacement document be obtained for the altered document.

(2) If an assignment of title contains an error, Form MVT 5-7, Affidavit of Correction to a Document to Support an Application for Certificate of Title, must be completed to correct the assignment.

(3) When the information shown on a certificate of title needs to be corrected, a new certificate of title is required. In order to have the corrected certificate of title issued, the owner must make application for a new certificate of title through a designated agent.
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